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IV. The Grand Duchy of Finland: Foreign-printed-matter censorship.

Watchmen at the Gates:                                        
Imperial Russian Censorship of Foreign Publications.

The first foreign newspapers in their original form started to reach Russia in 1631, books earlier than
that. Most of them were in German and Dutch, but their readership was very limited, so that no
censorship was required. With the French Revolution of 1789, however, Russian rulers began to fear
the spread of news and ideas from the West, especially revolutionary, republican ideas. Catherine the
Great’s ukaz of 16 September 1796 established Russia’s first secular censorship and thereby began to
erect what Mariana Tax Choldin called “a fence around the empire,” a fence to block out foreign
books, periodicals, music, commercial advertisements and other kinds of printed matter that it found
objectionable. That fence was firmly in place by 1828; it consisted of Customs, the Foreign
Censorship Committee and the Postal Censorship, all of which handled mail of this sort, and they
would last until the Empire fell in February 1917. The gates were Russia’s ports and inland border
posts; the censors were her watchmen.

Customs Postal CensorshipForeign Censorship 
Committee

This exhibit will provide an overview of the three organizations’ censorship policies, what kinds of
mail and which recipients were affected, mail routing where appropriate, and offer a survey of the
various foreign-newspaper-and-magazine censorship offices (FNMCOs) and their censor marks in
the seven cities where they are known to have existed: Kiev, Odessa, Moscow, Riga, St.
Petersburg, Vil’na and Warsaw. There is empirical evidence for the existence of an eighth
FNMCO at Vladivostok, but to date no official records have been found to verify it. Also included
is the short-lived censorship in the Grand Duchy of Finland, which operated separately from the
Postal Censorship but performed the same function.



I. Customs, Ministry of Finance: 
(TaMo~uH, MHuucTepcTBO <l>uuaucoB'b ). 

Customs was by far the oldest institution among the "Big Three" that 
dealt with incoming foreign mail; its roots stretched back a millennium 
to Kievan Rus', and it was ah·eady a mature bureaucracy by the end of 
the 13th centmy. Customs' prima1y purpose was economic - collecting 
duties on foreign and domestic goods and protecting Russian commerce, 
but the French Revolution of 1789 and Catherine's subsequent 
Manifesto of 8 April 1793 added another responsibility: preventing the 
imp01tation of revolutionary ideas via books and other kinds of 
publications. Customs, a prut of the Ministry of Finance, was the ve1y 
first govemment establishment to be tasked with intercepting "hrumful" 
foreign books at the border. From then until 1917, it served as one leg 
of the censorship tr·ipod. 

Unlike the Postal Censorship and the Foreign Censorship Committee, it 
did not have the option of excising, blotting or tearing out offending 
passages in books or periodicals. Customs had one of two choices when 
confronted with something problematic: reject and retum it, or 
confiscate it. These were cmde but effective fonns of censorship, and 
they are reflected in the Customs markings that apperu· on incoming 
foreign maiL They are encountered only rru·ely. 

____ I 
... --~-----

Paper seal of the 
Ministry of Finance's 

Deprutment of 
Customs Collections, 

ca. 1900. 

tt,. ,·: ~, l,~_-.~ ~~~i!~;K . GTJ1HU!I~f 
::-....___ ... ---.. •. .... ·'f"~:·. 

A cover posted at St. Petersburg's 37th City Telegraph Office (CTO) on 8 October 1899, 
addressed simply "S.P. Burg Customs Station." It was taken from the 37th CTO to the 
City Post Dispatch Office at the GPO, and delivered from there on the same day. 



I. Customs: 
Ochakov Customs House, 1799 

(QqaKOBCKaSI TaMO~HH). 

Prince Petr Vasil'evich Lopukhin, 
Prosecutor-General from 8 August 
1798 to 7 July 1799, and again 
under Alexander I beginning in 
October 1803. He is the one 
referenced in the instructions 
quoted at right. 

At right is a 12 Febmmy 1799 folded 
letter mailed in St. Petersburg; at left 
is the obverse, reduced. The letter 
bears instructions from Count 
Kakhovskiy to the officials of the 
Ochakov Customs House, aleti ing 
them to the possible appearance of a 
dangerous book at the borders. 
(Ochakov is approximately 60 km 
east of Odessa, on the Black Sea.) 
The Ochakov Customs authorities 
received it on 23 Febmaty. 

"Today, Full Privy Councilor and 
Cavalier Lopukhin, the Prosecutor
General, informed me that His 
Imperial Sovereign Majesty deigned 
to command that {Customs} at the 
borders and all the ports must 
exercise the utmost diligence in 
preventing the entrance of books 
published in the Russian language 
and printed in Berlin under the title 
'Les droits de l 'homme Catheshisme 
(sic) Revolutionaire et Jacobin. ' In 
light of this I order the Ochakov 
Customs House to subject to the 
strictest inspection those people 
entering through Customs from 
abroad, and in the event that anyone 
is found to have these books with 
them, you shall confiscate those 
books immediately and send them to 
me. You shall ask whomever was 
found with the books where they 
obtained them, and send me a report 
concerning your investigation. 

Count Kakhovskiy 

February 12th, 1799" 



I. Customs: 
Customs vs. Subversive 

Foreign Literature. 
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I. Customs: 
Refusal of Russian-Language Printed Matter, 

Odessa Customs House. 

Customs was the vety ftrst 
line of defense in preventing 
the imp01t ation of Russian
language printed matter, 
whether by sea or land, post 
or freight. All Russian
language publications from 
abroad were prohibited in 
order to prevent the spread of 
propaganda aimed at the 
Russian populace by radical 
emigres. 

Even though the monasteries 
at Mt. Athos were Russian 
Otihodox and the pious sent 
money there from all over the 
emptre as offerings, the 
monks' printed enclosmes 
were blocked and retumed by 
Russian Customs. 

At right: A fragment of an 
envelope sent from the 
Andreyevsky Monastety (skit) 
at Mt. Athos in Greece to 
Russia. 

The boxed violet handstamp 
reads "Opened at Odessa 
Customs as mail containing 
matter printed in Russian and 
returned abroad. " Ca. 1904, 
one of ftve or six recorded. 
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I. Customs: 
Refusal of Russian-Language Printed Matter, 

Odessa Customs House. 

~~-,-,.,--,..-~~~~-~~~~~·~~" .... _;;:,.""';.~.,._~3.......,"WW>=---
. . 

Russian Customs was authorized to open anything -
mail, baggage or freight - if there was a suspicion 
that an item contained something forbidden. This 
cover would have been opened automatically simply 
because of the blue oval handstamp on the back that 
showed it was coming fi:om Mt. Athos, and the feel of 
the envelope. Other items from there had been 
retumed because Russian-language material was 
enclosed, yet for a time the monks kept tiy ing. 

A cover addressed to a woman in Yekaterinovka, 
Saratov Province and posted from the Andreyevsky 
Monaste1y at Mt. Athos on 22 August 1905. At the 
bottom of the cover is a part of the paper seal used by 
Odessa Customs, and on the reverse is the handstamp 
explaining why the item was refused at the border and 
retumed. The red-pencil "X" was probably also 
applied by Customs. 

On reverse, reduced to 75%. 



I. Customs: 
Refusal of Russian-Language Printed Matter, 

Odessa Customs House. 

A cover from St. Andrew's Monastety on Mount Athos to a 
woman in Dobromysh', Ufa Province, ca. 1904. Its 
interception at the border resulted in the application of every 
Odessa Customs marking that has been recorded to date, in 
addition to the Fmm 135 paper seal (enlarged, at right) . 

~~-- ---------------------------------------------------

"Odessa 
Customs" 
hands tamp 

seal 
(enlarged). 

33mm. 

Refuse par la douane 
"Refused by Customs" (enlarged). 43 
x 3.5mm. 

] 

"Return to sender" 

Retour a l'envoyeur (enlarged). 
,__ ________________ _... ~52 x 9.5nnn. 

....._ On reverse. 

/ x 
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Paul I feared the French Revolution even more than had
his mother, Catherine the Great, so much so that in the
year following these instructions, Russia closed her
borders to all importation of foreign printed matter, not
just French, regardless of content. The borders remained
closed until his assassination in 1801.

This folded letter is the earliest recorded item of mail to a
Customs House concerning foreign printed matter. It was
received at Ochakov on 25 February 1799, 13 days after it
left St. Petersburg.

Emperor Paul I (1796-1801)



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee (FCC), 
Ministry of Internal Affairs 

(KoMUTeTb IJ:eu3ypb1 HHOCTpauuoii, lVIB,IQ. 

Although book censors had operated at p01is and border towns since Febm my 1797, the foreign 
censorship apparatus (excluding Customs) did not gel into a cohesive, over-arching organizational 
stm cture until the Foreign Censorship Committee (Komitet Tsenzwy inostrannoy) was established 
in 1828 under Nicholas I and subordinated to the Ministry of Public Education. It was moved to 
the Ministry oflntemal Affairs (MVD) in 1863, and was made responsible for all foreign secular 
printed matter (books, posters, musical scores, drawings, large adveliisements, etc.), excepting 
only newspapers and magazines under wrapper and picture postcards sent at the printed-matter 
rate; those were the Postal Censorship's responsibility. The FCC was also the "senior" organization 
of the two, in that the Postal Censorship was required to send to the FCC whatever it found in the 
mail that wasn't within the f01m er's pmview, plus submit reports to the FCC on what periodicals it 
had banned and the reason(s) for the bans. The FCC continued essentially unchanged up to the 
end of the tsarist empire. 

An lmder-franked English wrapper 
circa 1886 to St. Petersburg, re
routed to Pantsyrevka, Penza 
Province. Beneath the blue postage
due tag is a full str·ike of the FCC's 
handstamp. 

(Enlarged drawing.) 
Recorded range: Dec. 
1885 to Jm1e 1900. 
Diameter: 31mm. 
Color(s): Blue. 
Text: "S.PB. Foreign 
Censorship Committee." 



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee: 
St. Petersburg. 

Paper seal of the FCC. On reverse: The St. Petersbmg 
FCC's blue handstamp cachet. 

An evangelical chmch in Bethlehem posted this item in Jemsalem at the Austrian post office on 
9 December 1885 (N.S.). Addressed to Revel', it was given by postal authorities to the FCC in 
St. Petersbmg. They censored its contents, refused to let it proceed (probably because it 
contained printed matter in Russian), and retumed it. The red manuscript "Refuse " and 
"Retour" are the only recorded examples of FCC handwritten inscriptions. 



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee: 
St. Petersburg. 

An American one-cent wrapper sent double-weight with an added one-cent 1892 Columbus 
stamp, addressed to a private individual in St. Petersbmg. Mailed from Chicago, it anived 
on 2 Janmuy 1894 (O.S.), but was not released until the 4th. S.PB. Foreign Censorship 
Committee censor mark in blue. FCC censor marks are ve1y rare: fewer than 20 examples 
of all censor marks combined have been recorded as of 2008, and only from three cities: 
Odessa, St. Petersbmg and Warsaw. 

, ·: 

On reverse: St. Petersbmg anival (2 Janua1y, at left) 
and delive1y (4 Januruy, at right) postmarks. 



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee:              
St. Petersburg.

Finnish printed matter sent from Vyborg to St. Petersburg on 7/19 March 1894 (O.S./N.S.), arriving
the following day and treated as foreign mail. Two delivery attempts were made on 10 March by two
different postmen, both of whom wrote on their tags that the addressee had left for Vyborg on 9
March. The wrapper exited St. Petersburg on 11 March and returned to Vyborg on 12/24 March.
Thus, the FCC in St. Petersburg took two days (8-9 March) to clear the contents. (Two blue FCC
handstamps, one at the top right corner of the attempted-delivery tags, the other beneath them.)



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee: 
St. Petersburg. 

New regulations and staffing tables were issued for the censorship apparatus on 1 September 
1865. The Main Administration for Press Affairs (MAPA - Glavnoye Upravleniye po de lam 
pechati) in the MVD became the new central entity that controlled both internal and external 
censorship (excepting only the Postal Censorship, which was itself in the MVD). The FCC 
was subordinated to the MAPA, but its operating procedmes with the Postal Censorship 
remained tmchanged: anything not on the FNMCO's censorship list went to the FCC. 

-

An Austro-Hungarian wrapper fi:om Cracow to a private individual 
in St. Petersbmg, received on 28 May 1900. The two-line violet 
handstamp indicates that Postal Censorship refened the item to the 
FCC (Type SRl routing mark), but the wrapper bears no FCC 
issue-authorization handstamp of any smt. 

On reverse: St. Petersbmg 6th Dispatch Office anival mark. 



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee: 
St. Petersburg. 

Subordination to the Main Administration for Press Affairs 
(I'Jiasuoe YnpaBJieuie no ~f]JiaM'b ne"'laTu). 
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The Main Administration for Press 
Affairs (MAPA) controlled both 
foreign (the FCC) and domestic 
printed matter censorship. These 
two MAPA booklets, spanning 
Januru.y to June 1912, list those 
domestic publications that had 
been banned by the authorities. 

- 11 -
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Supplement #s 1-2, both of 
them alphabetical listings "of 
books and brochures, p lus 
editions of periodicals, for 
which confiscation has been 
confirmed by court 
authorities." 

Orzeszkowa, Eliza. Gloria victis.-Oni.- Oficcr.-Hekuba..
B6g wie kto. (1863). Noklad W. 1\'Iakowskiego. Bn!boa. 1910. 
Tnu. 3aBaJE.CKaro. 8 11.. 403+1 cTp. 

Piesni Kajetana Sawczuka •Bo w uas dnil'jc dusza swieci•. 
St Wyspianski •Wcsele•. Bapmasa. 1912. Tun. 3. Hu'la u. ft. 



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee: 
St. Petersburg. 

Posted from the U.S. sometime in October 1901, this 1-cent wrapper was re-directed by the 
St. Petersburg Foreign-Newspaper-and-Magazine (Postal) Censorship Office to the FCC by 
applying a Type SRl routing mark stamp reading "Subject to examination by the Foreign 
Censorship Committee." 

The contents were found to pose no t1n·eat to the Empire, so it received the FCC's circular 
handstamp on the reverse: "Issue [to the addressee}. The Central Foreign Censorship 
Committee." 

\ 
Recorded range: Late March 1901 
to May 1908. 
Diameter: 34mm. (Enlarged scan.) 
Color(s): Violet. 

At right is a St. Petersburg 6th 
Dispatch Office anival mark of 14 
October 1901 applied to the reverse. 



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee: 
St. Petersburg. 

In 1894 the word "Central" was added to the Foreign Censorship Committee 's 
designation, but although its censor mark changed to reflect that, its tasks remained the 
same. 

Foreign books and non-periodical publications sent by mail to the Russian empire were 
immediately refened to the FCC after they had cleared Customs. Here, there is no 
Postal Censorship refenal marking as none was required. 

Pati of a wrapping from a registered package or box sent from Bahia, Rio de Janeiro to 
St. Petersbmg on 6 March 1901 (N.S.). It would have anived at its destination sometime 
late that month. Earliest recorded Central FCC mark of this type. 



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee:                                 
Vil’na (Independent Censor).

In addition to the committees in St. Petersburg, Odessa, Riga and Warsaw, at various times the FCC
had so-called “independent censors” in Kiev, Moscow, Revel’, Vil’na and Yur’ev. They performed
the same functions as the censors on the committees, but in isolation. Vil’na’s Independent Censor
was established in 1865.

This letter on official Ministry of Internal Affairs stationery was written on 30 May 1880 and sent to
the pastor of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Kovno. In it, the FCC Independent Censor in
Vil’na explains that all of the books and musical scores that had been sent to him by the Kovno
Provincial Governor on 9 January for censorship had been returned by 28 February to the Governor.



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee:                                  
Warsaw.

On 17 September 1869 an Imperial decree to the Senate created a new version of the
Warsaw Censorship Committee. This body was subordinated to the Main Administration
for Press Affairs in St. Petersburg and was responsible for the censorship of the domestic
press (including dramatic works in all languages other than Russian), foreign newspapers
and magazines under subscription at the Warsaw Post Office, foreign books and other
printed matter, and supervision of printing offices and booksellers in Warsaw.

It had one of the biggest censorship offices in the Russian Empire: A chairman, three
senior censors, six junior censors, a secretary and two assistants, and two inspectors for
the local printing offices and book trade, plus office staff.

The contents of this wrapper - an edition of the “Gazeta Lwowska” - from Lemberg (L’vov)
were confiscated by the Warsaw Censorship Committee, but the wrapper itself continued
on to the addressee - the Editorial Board of “Gazeta Polska” in Warsaw. Mailed on 25
December of ca. 1888 (N.S.), it would have arrived in Warsaw on or about 7 January
(O.S.). For whatever reason, the Lemberg newspaper was rather frequently barred entry
into the Empire.

The green Austro-Hungarian 3-kreuzer stamp was issued in 1883 and replaced by a
different issue in 1889.

“CONTENTS CONFISCATED / W[arsaw] 
C[ensorship] C[ommittee).”  
Measurements: 47 x 13.5mm.            



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee: 
Warsaw.

The local censorship committees, unlike Customs, could confiscate the contents of a wrapper
or printed-matter envelope but then send the empty wrapper on to the addressee, applying a
handstamp to notify the recipient that the contents were missing for a reason.

This is a fragment of a
wrapper from Lemberg
(L’vov’), Austro-Hun-
gary, sent to the editorial
board of “Ateneum,” a
Warsaw publication, date
unknown, but probably
ca. 1888. Rectangular
“CONTENTS CONFIS-
CATED” hand stamp
(Vlozhenie konfiskovano
/ V.Ts.K.) applied by the
Warsaw Censorship
Committee.

On reverse: A simi-
lar handstamp, lightly
struck but showing
very little wear.

An English wrapper
from London to
Prushkov Station,
Warsaw Province,
ca. late 1880s to
early 1890s. The
Warsaw Censorship
Committee confis-
cated its contents,
too.



A wrapper sent from Buenos Aires, Argentina to Brest-Litovsk, Kingdom of Poland,
censored in Warsaw on 31 December 1891. Black D.Ts. in circle (Warsaw Type W0)
and the Warsaw Censorship Committee’s violet cachet. Wrappers bearing two different
Russian printed-matter censor marks are very rare.

On reverse:
Left: Warsaw transit mark, 31 Dec. 1891.   
Right: Brest-Litovsk arrival mark, 1 Jan. 1892.

The Warsaw Censorship Committee was a
sensitive outpost for two reasons: much of the
mail coming by land from Western Europe
and beyond passed through Warsaw, and given
the two Polish rebellions (1830 and 1863), the
Kingdom of Poland was uneasy, occupied
territory. From the Russian government’s
perspective, the need to prevent subversive or
disruptive literature, no matter where it
originated, from spreading there was
paramount.

II. The Foreign Censorship Committee:                                  
Warsaw.

“D.Ts.” (Dozvoleno
tsenzuroy - permit-
ted by censorship).

“Warsaw Censorship 
Committee.”       

Recorded range: 1882-
1892.                 

Diameter: 33mm.



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee:                                  
Warsaw.

On reverse.

An envelope containing commercial printed matter, posted from Copenhagen, Denmark to
Byelostok in 1892. The item entered the Russian Empire by rail and was censored at
Warsaw’s FCC on or shortly after 16 May 1892. After clearing censorship it went on to
Byelostok, but was re-routed back to Warsaw, where it settled on 23 May. “D.Ts.” in a black,
22mm-diameter circle (Warsaw Type W0), violet 33mm-diameter cachet reading “Warsaw
Censorship Committee.” The Warsaw office was an oddity because up to 1896 it doubled as a
foreign-newspaper-and-magazine censorship operation.

Two Warsaw [Main] Post
Office date stamps of 16 May
1892, accompanied by a 5th
Dispatch Office postmark of
23 May (green arrow) and a
10 p.m. time-of- receipt mark
(red arrow).



Mailed in Buenos Aires and addressed to Revel’ (Estlyand Province), this Argentine
wrapper entered the empire not through Riga but by land via Warsaw. It reached
Warsaw on 28 July 1896 (O.S.), not long before the Warsaw Censorship Committee
(WCC) transferred its postal censorship functions to Vil’na. The framed marking is
thought to be essentially an arrival mark showing when the WCC received it, with the
circular “D.Ts.” handstamp showing that it was permitted to proceed.

II. The Foreign Censorship Committee:                                  
Warsaw.

Warsaw Type W0 D.Ts. in circle.  
(Latest recorded example.)

“Warsaw / 27 VII 1896 /                          
Censorship Committee”                     

Measurements: 34 x 21mm.             
(One of two recorded, and the earliest.)



II. The Foreign Censorship Committee:                                  
Warsaw.

Warsaw Censorship Committee “D.Ts.”  
Recorded range: 1882-1894.  
Measurements: 19 x 15mm.           
Latest recorded example.

Mailed from Teschen, Austro-Hungary on 31 March 1894 (N.S.), this envelope
transited Warsaw on 20 March 1894 (O.S.) - i.e. the following day. The
Warsaw Censorship Committee allowed it to proceed to its destination of
Libava, Kurlyand Province on the same day.

This is an extremely late usage, as it overlaps the “D.Ts.-in-circle” mark by at
least two years.



III. The Foreign-Newspaper-and-Magazine            
Censorship Offices (FNMCOs):                                         

A. Brief History.

Aleksandr Andreyevich 
Bezborodko, Chief Director 

of the Posts from 1781 to 
1798 and the “father” of the 
foreign postal censorship. 

Very few “courants” (newspapers) came to Russia in the 18th
century. Those that did were usually intended for high-ranking
government officials or a few foreigners, so there was no formal,
structured censorship apparatus for such items up to the end of
the reign of Catherine the Great (1762-1796). The French
Revolution of 1789 and the fear that its republican ideas would
spread to Russia convinced her to establish Russia’s first secular
censorship, in late 1796. In addition to decreeing that book
censors be appointed at a number of ports, she commanded the
Postal Director, A.A. Bezborodko, to set up a watch on incoming
mail to prevent anything “contrary to God’s laws and Sovereign
power” from entering the empire. Her son Paul I (1796-1801)
built upon and strengthened his mother’s strictures, establishing a
book-and-periodicals censorship at all ports and border towns,
and for a time in 1800-1801 no foreign printed matter of any sort
was allowed into the empire.

With Paul’s assassination in 1801, Alexander I restored things to
the status quo ante 1796, and it was not until 1804 that
censorship operations and organization were codified as law, as
opposed to decree. With the Censorship Statute of 1828, the
FNMCO structure and operating procedures were essentially set
in stone for the next 78 years. A postal censorship office might
be opened or closed in this city or that, but what they censored
and how they did it remained essentially unchanged.

It was not until the 1870s that any censor marks appeared, and until the 1905 Revolution they usually
incorporated the letters “D.Ts.” (Dozvoleno Tsenzuroy – Passed by Censorship). The heyday of these
censor marks extended from the 1880s to about 1905 – after which they appeared very infrequently,
even though the censorship offices continued to apply their “caviare” (printer’s ink) to offending
passages. The censor marks fall into four general shapes and three “eras:” 1) simple D.Ts. (1873-
1895); 2) D.Ts.-over-city-name (1895-1904); 3) circular (1896-1905) and 4) rectangular (1906-1916).
Censor marks have been recorded for seven of these overt censorship activities, all of them located at
major post offices: Kiev, Moscow, Odessa, Riga, St. Petersburg, Vil’na and Warsaw. Vladivostok
might have been an eighth, or it may have been an FCC operation.



III. The FNMCOs:                                      
B. Foreign Newspaper Subscriptions.

One means by which the government controlled the influx of foreign periodicals was that of
restricted subscriptions. People who wanted foreign (or domestic) newspapers delivered to them
had to approach one of a relatively few major post offices and apply for a subscription. This
information was made available to the police, so that the individual or firm could be watched if
they so desired. Foreigners in Russia, by and large, could subscribe to any periodical, but it was
with the understanding that it not be shown to Russians; even so, the Postal Censorship would
check them anyway.

This receipt for an 1811 subscription to “Il Cambio Corresp.” was given to the Wöhrmann & Sohn
company on 18 October 1810. They paid 15 silver rubles for it at the Riga Main PO’s Newspaper
Dispatch Office.



III. The FNMCOs:                                      
B. Foreign Newspaper Subscriptions.    
St. Petersburg Main Post Office, 1817

A three-page list of foreign periodicals in German, French, English and Polish to which patrons of
the St. Petersburg MPO could subscribe, and for how much (in paper money).
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“The St. Petersburg Main Post Office’s Newspaper Department has received from Messrs.
Lorentz and Co. seventy-two rubles for 1830 [to receive] the newspapers listed on the
reverse. Plus forty-seven rubles.“

III. The FNMCOs:                                      
B. Foreign Newspaper Subscriptions.    

St. Petersburg Main Post Office, 1830.

On reverse: “[Deliver to] Sarepta. 2
items: ‘The St. Petersburg German
News’ [and] ‘The Commercial German
Gazette.’”

SPB Main Post Office Newspaper
Department seal. From K.V.
Bazilevich’s “The Russian Posts in the
XIX Century,” p. 92.



A receipt issued by the Riga Provincial Post Office on 10 December 1887, showing that a
diplomatic consul in Riga had paid 84.05 rubles to have six foreign periodicals delivered
regularly to him by mail, among them “Children’s Friend,” “Standard” and “All the Year
Round.” The diplomat also paid for the 5-kopeck revenue stamp affixed at lower right, the
tax imposed on the transaction.

III. The FNMCOs:                                      
B. Foreign Newspaper Subscriptions.    

Riga Provincial Post Office, 1887.

Riga, a major port and commercial hub on the Baltic Sea with a large German-
speaking populace, was a busy place for the importation of foreign publications.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                                                    
C. The Link Between the “Black 
Chambers” and the FNMCOs.

perlustration operation – a “black chamber” (so called because of the black arts supposedly
practiced there) – was first established in St. Petersburg during the reign of Peter the Great
(1696-1725). Hidden away within the capital’s Main Post Office (shown above, from a
PPC), accessible only through a guarded entrance, it spied upon the correspondence of
foreign and domestic dignitaries and prominent citizens alike.

The St. Petersburg black chamber itself was hidden, but the perlustrators who worked in it
had to come and go on a daily basis, and some excuse was needed for their presence. The
advent of the FNMCOs in 1828 provided them with an excellent cover story for their
comings and goings. From then on, most of these men would have two jobs – foreign
printed-matter censors, openly declared, and black chamber officials whose existence was
denied. Sometimes their black-chamber work load resulted in FNMCO delays.

A printed-matter envelope from London to Arkhangel’sk that had first to go through
St. Petersburg’s FNMCO on 20 September 1894 (black Type S2 “D.Ts.” marking).
It remained in the capital for 10 days, an abnormally long time, and only reached its
destination on 8 October.

For much of the 19th
and early 20th cen-
turies, the presence of
an FNMCO usually
meant the presence of
a covert mail surveil-
lance operation.

Of the seven recorded
FNMCOs and a pos-
sible eighth, six had
co-located, full-fledg-
ed black chambers
(Kiev, Moscow, Odes-
sa, St. Petersburg,
Vil’na and Warsaw).

Clandestine mail surveillance, or perlyus-
tratsiya (perlustration), as it was termed in
Imperial times, was already an old practice in
Russia by the time the first FNMCOs were
opened in 1828. A true, professional Russian



III. The FNMCOs.                                                    
C. The Link Between the “Black Chambers”

and the FNMCOs. 

While this invention 
sped up the mail-opening 

process (the seals that would

Unlike wrapper mail, folded letters and en-
velopes under seal posed a technical chal-
lenge.  The “bifurcated knitting needle” was 
an important innovation in the perlustration 
world; it allowed a                     censor to 
attack envelopes at                      vulnerable 
flaps rather than                 having to break 
wax seals.                          Its invention was 
credit- ed to a senior 
censor                                               in the 
Kiev black                                    chamber 
(and
FNMCO), Kar
l Seivert.

demanded time, as did the reading of the  
letters.  Thus, the need for a “cover” story

remained.  A job in the FNMCO was the  per-
fect cover.

otherwise have to be broken didn’t  need 
to be forged and replaced), it still



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
D. Types of Mail Subject to Censorship - Foreign 

Picture Postcards Sent As Printed Matter.

Foreign picture postcards per se were not normally censored, but if they were mailed
at the printed-matter rate, just the picture and a caption were sufficient to qualify them
for censorship.

Bearing only a reproduction of a painting entitled “Cliffs at Whitby,” this card from
Banock, Ireland to Yekaterinoslav was nonetheless censored in Odessa around 30
October 1903, due to the additional printing on the left margin (red arrow). The
unframed violet “D.Ts. / Odessa” censor mark is one of the latest recorded for this
style. (Odessa Type O2. Note: The “Kilmallock” stamp at right was put on after the
card went through the mail, to “replace” the original.)



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
D. Types of Mail Subject to Censorship - Foreign 

Picture Postcards Sent As Printed Matter. 

Since any picture by itself met the definition of “printed matter,” once the sender
affixed postage stamps for the printed-matter rate, a terse caption or no caption at all
made no difference; the FNMCOs were required to examine them. This card from
Paddington, England to a British woman in Krasilov, Volhynia Province bears only a
photograph of the Houses of Parliament on the reverse and a spare explanation of the
picture, plus the sender’s signature. Nevertheless it was censored at Warsaw on 17
November 1901 and allowed through with a Type W1 “D.Ts. / Warsaw.”

Reverse.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
D. Types of Mail Subject to Censorship -

Wrapper Mail.

The primary concern of the
FNMCOs was wrapper mail
(бандерольные отправленiя),
the overwhelming majority of
which consisted of newspapers
and magazines. Books could
also be sent under wrapper, but
in that event the FNMCOs were
obliged to forward them to the
Foreign Censorship Committee
(FCC) for inspection. The
FNMCO censors were guided
in their work by FCC
regulations that applied to
foreign books.

A wrapper from Hull, England
to Revel’ via St. Petersburg,
posted in March 1888. It was
censored in the capital on the
17th. Black D.Ts. marking at
left. (St. Petersburg Type S2.)



III. The FNMCOs:              
D. Types of Mail Subject to 

Censorship - Foreign Printed-
Matter Envelopes

Mail in printed-matter-rate envelopes
(PMEs) had to be sent closed but
unsealed for ease of inspection. Such
mail could include merchants’
advertisements, prices current and
samples, corrections to printed text,
meteorological observations, Braille
sheets, and so forth. The FNMCOs
were obliged to check all of it that
pertained to the postal censorship.

Above: An Egyptian
PME mailed to St.
Petersburg via Brinidisi,
arriving on 29
December 1896. Type
S5 censor mark in
violet.

At right: An English
PME from Scotland,
with a faint violet Type
S5a censor mark on the
reverse. (There are no
date stamps.)



III. The FNMCOs:                                          
D. Types of Mail Subject to Censorship -

Foreign Single-Sheet Advertisements.

This folded single sheet from a British company in Newcastle-on-Tyne was sent at the
printed matter rate to Pernov, Liflyand Province and censored at Riga on 21 November
1901 (O.S.). Black D.Ts. / Riga Type R3.

Multiple-sheet quotes and advertisements came within the Foreign Censorship
Committee’s purview, but the FNMCOs were authorized to examine single sheets.



III. The FNMCOs: E. Individuals and Organizations Subject 
to Censorship - Government VIPs. 

This U.S. 1-cent wrapper was addressed to “His
Excellency the Deputy Prosecutor-General of the
Holy Synod, Vladimir Karlovich Sabler. St.
Petersburg, Liteynyy prospekt.” On the reverse (at
left, reduced) is a green St. Petersburg arrival mark
of 24 April 1901 and a violet Type S5a censor mark:
“S.P.Burg Postal Censorship of Foreign Newspapers
and Magazines.”

Despite Sabler’s high rank and position in a
government entity that served as a pillar of religious
support for the throne, he was not trusted to receive
his foreign printed matter uncensored.

The futility of foreign book and periodicals censorship was widely acknowledged, even
within the government at high levels. Many illicit books, for instance, were easily available
in the capital itself, and foreign news and ideas effortlessly penetrated the barriers in the form
of travelers, both Russian and foreign. Lack of coordination between book and periodicals
censors, plus uneven application and interpretation of the regulations, sometimes resulted in a
book being banned outright, but not its serialization in periodicals. However, the system had
gone since 1828 essentially unchanged, and it was hard to kill an established, entrenched
bureaucracy.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to Censorship -

Government Organizations. 

Above: A U.S. wrapper from
New York to the “Statistical
Section” in St. Petersburg,
arriving on 25 January 1905
(O.S.), bearing a partial strike
of Type S5a. At left: An
Argentine wrapper addressed to
the government’s Statistical
Committee in Moscow.
(Erroneously termed the
“Statistical Bureau” in the
address.) Every province in the
empire had a statistical
committee - their data all fed
into the Central Statistical
Committee in St. Petersburg.
The committees kept track of
everything in the Russian
Empire from demographics to
agricultural and industrial
output.

The Type M3 censor mark was
in use from at least July 1896
up to February 1903.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to Censorship -

Government-Sponsored Scientific Institutions.

This 5-centime Swiss
wrapper from a scientist
in Yvorne was posted
on 1 December 1910
(N.S.), addressed to the
Russian Entomological
Society’s Library in the
Ministry of Agriculture
and State Properties
Building, St. Peters-
burg. In theory, at least,
such publications were
supposed to pass un-
censored.

Black St. Petersburg
Type S7 censor mark.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to Censorship -

Academics.

This American wrapper from Philadelphia passed through St. Petersburg on its way to
Derpt, Liflyand Province, on 12/24 October 1889. The censorship was expeditious, as
the wrapper arrived at its destination the following day. The fact that the addressee was
a “Professor Doctor” made no difference to the censors. (St. Petersburg Type S2.)

One argument put forth by the defenders of censorship in Imperial Russia was that
people with insufficient or no education would be highly susceptible to Western
propaganda and revolutionary movements because they would not have the critical
thinking skills to discern fact from twisted fact or fiction. Those that did have the
education found their foreign printed matter censored nonetheless.



III. The FNMCOs:                           
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to 

Censorship -
Academic Institutions.

Kazan’ University Observatory.
(Photo accessed on 11 July 2008 at 

rustik68.narod.ru/kazan/kgu-observatoria.html.)

A U.S. one-cent printed-matter envelope mailed from Washington, D.C. on 2 October 1904
(N.S.) to the Observatory at Kazan’ University, censored in Moscow (Type M3) probably
in late September (O.S.).

The Imperial Kazan’ University was almost exactly 100
years old by the time this piece of mail was sent. A
prestigious institution famous for its scientific and
mathematical faculties, it boasted one of Russia’s oldest
astronomical observatories, which was in constant
contact with other observatories around the world.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to Censorship -

The Medical Profession.

This category is closely
linked with that of academics.
Despite the requirement for a
higher education, the foreign
reading matter of doctors and
pharmacies was still cen-
sored.

At right: A wrapper from
Bolle, Switzerland to a Dr. N.
Grigor’ev in St. Petersburg,
censored in late April or early
May 1897. (St. Petersburg
Type S5.)

At left: A British
wrapper from the
Foreign Branch,
addressed to the
Russian Pharmaceu-
tical Co. in St.
Petersburg. It arrived
on 1 November 1902.
(St. Petersburg Type
S5a.)



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to Censorship -

Commercial Firms.

Commercial mail made up a large percentage of the censors’ workload. The fear was that
subversive or immoral publications could be sent surreptitiously via merchant’s catalogs or prices
current, but even after years of seeing unobjectionable printed matter from a given source, it
continued to be censored. Above: Censored at Riga (Type R1) in late December 1893. Below: A
wrapper from St. Anne’s-on-the-Sea, England to an Englishman at the Baltic Cotton Mill in Revel’,
Estlyand Province, censored at Riga (Type R5) on 13 July 1911.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to Censorship -

Foreigners and Foreign Firms.

Above: This item’s usage is similar to that of the U.S. Consulate’s U.S. mail being censored. Here,
Emil Illing, an employee of the U.S.-based International Bell Telephone Company’s branch office
in St. Petersburg, only saw his U.S. mail after a St. Petersburg FNMCO official reviewed it. (U.S.
2¢ wrapper from Rochester, NY to St. Petersburg, arriving on 27 March 1898. Violet Type S5
censor mark.

Below: Commercial printed matter from the “York Street Flax Spinning Company” in Belfast,
Ireland, to Paul Carlsohn in St. Petersburg, censored there on 6 August 1900.

A faint Type S5a
is on the reverse.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to Censorship -

Foreign Diplomatic Representations.

A one-cent wrapper from Hartford, Connecticut to the U.S. Consulate at Kronstadt,
mailed somewhere between 1896 and 1898. The Type S4 censor mark on the reverse
shows that it received the attention of the St. Petersburg FNMCO before the consulate
saw it. Russian censors were concerned about a U.S. publication mailed from the U.S.
being seen by U.S. diplomats or distributed by them.

Despite the fact that Tsarist Russia had good diplomatic relations with the U.S., the
FNMCO censors did not spare the mail of American diplomats from their perusal. The
example below is particularly egregious.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to Censorship -

Private Citizens.

If most of the Russian
Empire’s government
institutions, employees,
VIPs, foreign diplomats
and businesses were
subject to censorship, the
man in the street could
hope for no better
treatment.

England (Foreign Bureau
cancel) to Nikolayev,
Kherson Province. It was
censored in transit at
Odessa (Type O3) around
27 or 28 January 1903.

A PPC mailed as
printed matter on 15
October 1904 (N.S.)
from Utrecht, The
Netherlands to St.
Petersburg, and
censored in the
capital’s FNMCO
on or shortly before
4 October 1904
(O.S.) (Type S6.)



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to Censorship -

Private Citizens.

This U.S. 2¢ wrapper from Philadelphia likely bore a price list of glasses and other vision-
aid articles offered by the manufacturing optician Joseph Zentmayer. The Riga FNMCO
censored it (D.Ts./Riga Type R4) before his potential customer, Fedor Fedorov, had a
chance to see it. Date of use unknown, probably ca. 1901-1903.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to Censorship -

Correspondence Clubs and Stamp Collectors.

At top: Grigoriy Lozinskiy, a resident of St. Petersburg and evidently a member of the
Cosmopolitan Correspondence Club, received this wrapper from Milwaukee, Wisconsin on or
shortly after 3 September 1908 (O.S.). It was mailed on 3 September (N.S.).

On reverse above.

St. Petersburg Type S7, dated 
3 September 1908 (O.S.).

At right: A German phila-
telic publication from Ess-
lingen in Wuerttemburg to a
man of German extraction in
St. Petersburg, August 1897.
(Stamp removed.) St. Pe-
tersburg Type 5a censor
mark.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to Censorship -

Picture Postcard Collectors.

Mr. Vladimir Okhlyabirnin of Moscow, member No. 260 in the International Souvenir Card
Exchange, received this PPC from Milwaukee, Wisconsin only after it had passed the
inspection of the Moscow FNMCO sometime in November 1903 (O.S.). Type M3.

Reverse. Milwaukee’s Grand 
Avenue.



III. The FNMCOs:                                        
E. Individuals and Organizations 

Subject to Censorship -
Revolutionaries Abroad.

Leftist revolutionary printed matter was banned in
Russia and intercepted in the mail stream whenever it
was discovered. This is an “all-points bulletin”
within Kiev Postal-and-Telegraph District, alerting
postmasters to the influx of a leftist newspaper from
Bulgaria.

“Chief of the Kiev Post-and-Telegraph District, 25
October 1915, No. 621. Secret. Circular
[distribution]: to the chiefs of postal and post-and-
telegraph offices in Kiev District.

According to information held by the Main
Directorate, the newspaper “Rabochiy Prapor” (The
Workers’Banner) is getting into Russia.

In view of this, I am enjoining all office chiefs at the
instruction of the Main Directorate to take all
possible measures to stop this newspaper, as I ordered
done in the Circular of 2 September of this year, No.
557, which was sent throughout the district.

District Chief (signature)

Clerk (signature)”



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
E. Individuals and Organizations Subject to Censorship -

Revolutionaries abroad.

During WWI, Russia’s military forces suffered catastrophic losses and the infrastructure in
her westernmost provinces was badly damaged or destroyed. The result was bad morale,
which leftist revolutionaries abroad attempted to exploit.

This document, a secret 10 June 1915 “all-points bulletin” from the Chief of the Kiev Post-
and-Telegraph District to the chiefs of post-and-telegraph offices in the district, warned
them of wrappers coming from Switzerland, especially those with the return address of
“’Le Photofixe’ Etablissement pour paper photographique au Bromur d’Argent Lausanne-
Suisse.” Intercepted wrappers were to be forwarded immediately to the proper provincial
gendarme directorate.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                      F. 
Bureaucratic Exceptions to Censorship - The 

Tsar’s Inner Circle.

On reverse: SPB City Post arrival 
postmark.

From the 1880s on, some individuals could receive foreign newspapers and magazines
free of censorship. This required a petition to and personal authorization from the
Chief of the Main Postal-and-Telegraph Administration. Those who could qualify for
this favored treatment included some foreigners in Russia, diplomats, academics and
scientists receiving learned journals, the editorial boards of newspapers and some
high-ranking members of the Imperial Court and government. Even so, the excepted
were far outnumbered by the censored in those same categories.

A wrapper from Argentina to St. Petersburg, arriving on 17 November 1893 and
bearing no censor mark. It is addressed to His Excellency Petr Semenov, the great
Russian explorer of Central Asia (he was later given the name Semenov-Tyan-
Shanskiy by the Tsar for his exploits in the Tian-Shan Mountains) and a member of
the Tsar’s Privy Council.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
F. Bureaucratic Exceptions to Censorship -

Foreigners by Petition.

These two wrappers from
Switzerland are both
addressed to the same
individual - Franz Engbert - in
Warsaw, but sent over 14
months apart. Both are
uncensored, showing that
Engbert had received
permission to have his
newspapers delivered without
them passing before an
FNMCO official’s eyes.

Above: Geneva to
Warsaw, received on 12
May 1902 (Old Style).

At right: Geneva to
Warsaw, received on 1
August 1903 (O.S.).



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
G. Bureaucratic Quirks, Public and Foreign Irritation with Censorship -

Domestic Periodicals Censored as Foreign.

Many Russian censors were a dogged lot, sometimes with laughable consequences.
This Russian wrapper from Lodz’ in the Kingdom of Poland was posted on 24 August
1897 to a place near Danzig, Germany. The addressee had departed, so the wrapper
and its contents were returned to Lodz’, but a censor in Warsaw checked it anyway.
After all, it was a periodical coming into the Empire… Unframed black “D.Ts. /
Warsaw,” Type W1.



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
G. Bureaucratic Quirks, Public and Foreign Irritation with Censorship -

Censorship of Finnish Printed Matter as Foreign.

Although the Grand Duchy of Finland was a part of the Russian Empire up to 1917, it
enjoyed a certain degree of autonomy, enough so that the Russians treated printed matter
coming from Finland as foreign mail, and censored it accordingly.

A Finnish wrapper produced by the Russian State Printing Office (EZGB) and posted in
Helsinki on 21 February 1899 (N.S.). It was addressed to St. Petersburg and received a
full strike of the Type S5 censor mark (violet).



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
G. Bureaucratic Quirks, Public and Foreign Irritation with Censorship -

“Caviare.”

Offending passages in foreign newspapers, magazines and books were blotted out with
black printer’s ink – “caviare” – by FNMCO censors, causing no end of exasperation
and irritation among visitors to Russia who maintained their subscriptions through the
Russian post.

This picture postcard of the Nizhniy Novgorod Fairgrounds was posted from Fedorovka
in Saratov Province to London, England on 22 June 1899, receiving one Khvalynsk and
two Moscow transit marks. Part of the English text on the reverse reads:

“Received [the London] Times on 1st. I wish [you] would find out (one or two words
missing) out for me the passage that has been erased. [I] should like to know what was
objectionable, & as it’s short it won’t trouble you much. [On] Page 5 of June 2-, [the]
bottom of 4th column and two lines at top of 5th column.”



III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
G. Bureaucratic Quirks, Public and Foreign Irritation with Censorship -

“Caviare.”

Page 66 from
George Kennan’s
August 1889 article
in The Century
Magazine, “State
Criminals at the
Kara Mines.” The
Russian censors
blotted out the
entire piece, which
prompted a follow-
up article - “Blacked
Out” - in the same
magazine of 1890
which reproduced
the post-censorship
piece to show its
readers what
“caviare” looked
like.



Russia’s literate populace generally held
censors in low regard, and some
residents, like many visiting foreigners,
delighted in collecting “censor’s caviare”
(inked-out portions of periodicals) and
censor marks.

This is a registered “satire” postcard
from Korabel’noye, Estlyand Province,
mailed on 10 April 1917 to Moscow.
Now that tsardom was safely
overthrown, the sender had no fear that
he might get in trouble. All are military
censor marks except for the FNMCO
routing mark at center left: “To the
‘Central Foreign Censorship
Committee’.” (St. Petersburg Type
SR2.)

Obverse.

III. The FNMCOs:                                                    
G. Bureaucratic Quirks, Public and Foreign Irritation with Censorship -

“Censorship Collectors.”



III. The FNMCOs:                                  
H. Survey of the Offices - Kiev.

It is unknown when the FNMCO was opened in Kiev. Employing few censors, it was not a
large operation, and it evidently handled only that mail which was addressed either to Kiev
and environs or further into the Ukrainian interior, and then not always. The Kiev FNMCO
served as the front for a “black chamber” operation, headed by the famous perlustrator Karl
Sievert.

An English wrapper from Hull, England to the Helfferich-
Sadet firm in Khar’kov, censored in transit on 13 September
1895 at Kiev.

Kiev Type K1, the “knobby knees” variety, has not been seen
in anything other than an advanced state of wear. This marking
is very similar to one used in Vil’na prior to 1894, and can be
distinguished by the “hook” on the left side of the “Д” (red
arrow).

The map at right shows the route this wrapper most probably
took to reach Khar’kov. Had it been routed through Vil’na, it
would most likely have been censored there.

Kiev
Moscow

Warsaw

Odessa

St. Petersburg

• Khar’kov

Riga

Vil’na

Kiev Type K1 (enlarged).  
Recorded range: Sept. 1892 
to Sept. 1895. 
Measurements: ~19 x 
24mm.



England to the
Helfferich-Sadet
firm in Khar’kov,
censored at Kiev on
23 Nov. 1894. (Kiev
Type K1.)

Hull, England to the
same firm in Khar’kov,
censored at Kiev on 11
May 1895. (Kiev Type
K1.)

Helfferich-Sadet in Khar’kov was a large firm that dealt in agricultural machinery and
implements. It received mail from all over Europe, the U.S. and Russia, and its business
correspondence accounts for approximately 75% of all recorded “ДЦ” markings from the
Odessa, Vil’na and Warsaw FNMCOs.

III. The FNMCOs:                                  
H. Survey of the Offices - Kiev.



The Kiev FNMCO is known to have existed from at least 1892 to 1905, although the latest
recorded FNMCO censor mark is from early 1897. It was a small operation with a small staff,
and it dealt only with mail addressed to the general area of Kiev and Khar’kov Provinces, and
then only when the Odessa, Vil’na and later the Warsaw offices declined to do so.

Hull, England to
Khar’kov, censored on
7 June 1896. (Earliest
recorded Kiev Type
K2.)

Hull, England to
Khar’kov, censored
on 29 June 1896.
(Kiev Type K2.)

Kiev Type K2 (enlarged).               
Recorded range: June 1896 to  Jan. 1897.  
Measurements: 18 x 16mm. 

III. The FNMCOs:                                  
H. Survey of the Offices - Kiev.



III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices - Kiev. 

This wrapper from Hull, England was addressed to Helfferich-Sadet in Khar’kov and
censored on 12 January 1897 in transit at Kiev, bypassing the Warsaw FNMCO. It
arrived at its destination the following day. (Kiev Type K2 censor mark, the latest
recorded.)

On reverse.

Kiev transit mark

Warsaw transit mark

Khar’kov arrival mark.



Moscow’s FNMCO was one of the oldest in the empire, having been formed in 1828, but a
postal censorship operation existed there from late 1796 or early 1797. Co-located with a
major black chamber, the FNMCO had at least six or seven censors at the time this
wrapper was posted. Despite its relatively substantial size, however, censor marks from
the Moscow FNMCO are seldom encountered.

Very unusual routing: Hull, England via either St. Petersburg or Warsaw to Khar’kov but
routed through Moscow, where it was censored on 10 November 1892. Mail from
England to Khar’kov Province almost always went through Vil’na (pre-1896), Warsaw
(post-1896), Kiev or Odessa.

Moscow

St. Petersburg

Kiev

Warsaw

Odessa
• Khar’kov

?

On reverse.

Moscow Type M2 (enlarged).         
Recorded range: March 1889 to May 1895.                
Measurements: 18 x 11mm. 

?

▪

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Moscow. 



The Moscow and Kiev FNMCOs were anomalies in that they were not ports and neither
was remotely close to a border, yet they censored printed-matter mail that came in
through other points that also had FNMCOs. Moscow, for instance, would get printed-
matter mail in sealed mail sacks from Odessa, St. Petersburg, Vil’na (pre-1896) or
Warsaw (post-1896).

A Swiss wrapper from Cham to Zaraysk,
Ryazan’ Province, posted on 12 August
1902 (N.S.) and censored in Moscow.

“D.Ts. / Moscow” Type M3 marking.
Recorded range: July 1896 to Feb. 1903.
Measurements: 16 x 15mm.

This item would have entered Russia via
Warsaw, where it could have been
censored, but as its destination was close
to Moscow, it was routed there for
censorship.

Moscow

St. Petersburg

Riga

Odessa

Warsaw

Kiev
• Zaraysk

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Moscow. 



III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Moscow. 

Stationery envelope of the French Minister of Colonies’ Office in Paris, sent on 8 January
1901 (N.S.) to the French Commercial Agent in Irkutsk, A. Forgues. It transited Moscow
on 11 January (O.S., when it was censored - Type M3 D.Ts./Moskva), but Monsieur
Forgues had already left for Paris (red arrow, below), and since he had left instructions to
forward his mail (blue arrow - “To be delivered according to [the postal patron’s]
declaration”), back it came, passing through Moscow once again on 29 January 1901. The
“Retour à l’envoyeur” handstamp was applied in Irkutsk.

Reverse.



Moscow Type M5 (enlarged).                                                                          
Recorded range: March-April 1912.                                                              
Measurements: ~47 x 21-22mm. 

A half-penny wrapper from England addressed to the Bank of Moscow and censored upon
arrival on 1 April 1912. The wrapper is also unusual for its destination: Moscow. The
overwhelming majority of printed-matter mail with Moscow FNMCO markings is
addressed to other places.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Moscow. 



A half-penny wrapper sent at book rate from Bradford, England to the big Kunst and
Albers firm in Vladivostok, posted on 14 March 1912 (N.S.). Since it first went through
the French postal system overland rather than by sea through the Suez Canal, it was
carried by rail across Eurasia, necessitating its censorship inland. Rectangular Moscow
Type M5 censor mark applied on 20 March 1914 (O.S.) This is one of two recorded
examples.

Moscow usually served as the censorship point for foreign printed matter in Moscow
Province and the surrounding area, but it also examined such mail addressed to points east
in the Urals, Siberia and the Pacific.

Moscow

St. PetersburgWarsaw
Riga

Odessa

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Moscow. 



This cover, mailed from a commercial firm in Salonica at the ½-penny printed-matter rate
on 20 July 1913 (N.S.) to the Siberian Company in Chita, Eastern Siberia, is another
example of the Moscow FNMCO handling transit mail addressed to destinations far to the
east. There are no markings on the reverse.

Moscow Type M6.                                                   
Recorded range: 15 July 1913.                               
Measurements: 38 x ≥ 15 mm.  

This censor mark is similar to Type M5, but the letters have serifs and the measurements of
the frame are different. It appears to have replaced Type M5, and is the only Type M6
recorded.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Moscow. 



III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Moscow. 

Moscow Main Post Office.  
(Picture from Combs and Warr, 
The Postmarks of Moscow,1765-
1917, Part I, p. 49.)

Moscow Type M7.             
Recorded range: Early April 1916. 
Dimensions: 42x21mm.                 
Only recorded example.

Although military censorship held sway throughout the Empire during
WWI, the FNMCO censors continued to work, but no longer in direct
support of the Main Post-and-Telegraph Administration. On occasion,
though, they resorted to their old civilian-status censor marks.

The censor mark is similar in appearance to Type M5 but the frame isn’t as long and there is a 
period after the “A” of “MOSKVA.”

U.S. 1¢ wrapper sent from New York in 1916 to an employee of the Russian Electrical Company
“Dynamo” in Moscow. Censored in April 1916.

On reverse.



Not all of the printed-matter mail from England to Khar’kov in the 1890s went via
Vil’na or Warsaw; on occasion it would be sent by steamer to Odessa. An unknown
firm in Hull, England sent this wrapper to Helfferich-Sadet in Khar’kov in 1893. It
was received and censored at Odessa on 13 May, arriving at Khar’kov on 15 May.

The predecessor of the Odessa postal censorship office was formally established in
September 1796 by Catherine the Great’s decree, although it is doubtful that qualified
censors were found immediately. Operations could have begun late that year, but 1797 or
1798 are more likely. A true FNMCO was established there in 1828, and continued at least
up to 1916. Odessa was the only FNMCO that handled mail coming into the empire from
the Black Sea and much if not all of the post from Romania.

Odessa Type O1 (enlarged).                        
Recorded range: June 1887 to November 1893.

Measurements: 20 x 11mm.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Odessa. 



Despite the fact that Odessa was a major
port through which large numbers of
periodicals were shipped, the FNMCO at
the Odessa Post Office made do for many
years with just two censors, both of whom
also served in the “black chamber” there.

The English wrapper from London is
addressed to Nikolayev, another port near
Odessa. It was censored at the point of
entry on 31 March 1896. The unframed
black “D.Ts. / Odessa” censor mark is the
earliest recorded for this type.

Odessa Type O2 (enlarged).    
Recorded range: Mar. 1896 
to Oct. 1903.  
Measurements: 16 x 16mm.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Odessa. 



As the Black Sea area’s only
FNMCO, Odessa took in all
foreign printed matter coming
from the south by steamer,
resulting in frequent and very
lengthy detours.

This Turkish wrapper from
Constantinople was posted on
27 November 1901 to
Novorossiysk on the Black
Sea, far to the east of Odessa.
It transited Batum at the far
eastern end of the Sea by
steamer on 1 December,
bypassed its destination of
Novorossiysk and reached
Odessa toward the opposite
northwestern end. There it
was censored (black framed
“D.Ts. / Odessa” marking,)
and eventually returned to
Constantinople. There is no
evidence that it ever reached
Novorossiysk.

Odessa Type O3 (enlarged).  
Recorded range: Dec. 1901 
to June 1904.
Measurements: 16-16.5 x 19-
20mm.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Odessa. 



Above: This U.S. wrapper was addressed to
Khar’kov and probably posted from New York. It
entered the Russian Empire at Odessa and was
censored there on or about 20 March 1903, reaching
its destination on 23 March 1903.

At right: Sent from New York and addressed to the
same individual in Khar’kov. Censored at Odessa,
May 1903. (Both Odessa Type O3.)

This censor mark type displays a consistent wear
feature – a frame break at lower left.

III. The FNMCOs:                                 
H. Survey of the Offices - Odessa. 



“Jerusalemer Warte” (German Offices in the Levant) to Odessa, arriving on 25
September 1913. Framed and dated ODESSA Type O4 censor mark on reverse. One of
three recorded.

On reverse.

III. The FNMCOs:                                 
H. Survey of the Offices - Odessa. 



Niesky, Germany to Dorpat (also Derpt or Yur’ev) in Liflyand Province, posted on 9
November 1890 (N.S.) to a private individual. It arrived in Riga on 1 November (O.S.),
where it received a black D.Ts. censor mark and reached its destination the same day.

Riga transit 
mark on reverse.

Riga Type R2 (enlarged.)             
Recorded range: Nov. 1890 to Dec. 1893.  
Measurements: 18.5 x 10.5mm. 

Overt postal censorship operations probably began at Riga in late 1796 or early 1797. A
book censorship office definitely existed there at that time, and its staffing and pay tables
were published in June 1799. A true FNMCO was established at Riga in 1828, and it
continued at least up to WWI. Unlike the other FNMCOs, the Riga operation had no co-
located “black chamber,” so its two or three censors didn’t have to split their time between
vetting foreign periodicals and reading private mail in secret. The Riga FNMCO handled
foreign printed matter addressed to that city and the three Baltic provinces of Kurlyand,
Liflyand and Estlyand.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Riga. 



Riga Type R4. (Enlarged.) 
Recorded range: Mar. 1896 
to December 1904.  
Measurements: 15 x 15mm. 

A Swiss wrapper from Morges to Altenburg via Libava in Kurlyand Province.
Censored in transit at Riga on 15 August 1900. Type R4.

A tired, badly-worn
example of the “D.Ts. /
Riga” handstamp on a
wrapper from Geneva
to Revel’, censored at
Riga on 8 July 1898.
This particular censor
mark had a few minor
sub-types, and was in
constant use for about 9
years.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Riga. 



Latest recorded Type R4 D.Ts./Riga censor mark (29 December 1904) on a
picture postcard sent as printed matter from Eisenach, Germany to the “Union”
Electric Factory in Riga. Wartburg Castle is shown on the reverse (below).

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Riga. 



Bern, Switzerland to Revel’ via Riga, censored at Riga on or about 18 April 1908.
(This is the latest recorded Riga Type R5 censor mark.)

After the 1905 Revolution and up to 1914, the letter Ц (Ts) and the word it stood for –
tsenzura – almost completely disappeared from the empire’s censor marks. Riga
followed suit with the other FNMCOs and did away with its D.Ts. markings. This
handstamp was the replacement, first introduced in 1906. Only a small handful has
been recorded.

Riga Type R5, enlarged.                  
Recorded range: Jan. 1906 to Apr. 1908.  
Measurements: ~42 x 23mm.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Riga. 



Posted from Victoria Docks, Woolwich, England to
Riga on 25 November 1910, this commercial
printed-matter-rate envelope received a Type R6 “19
Nov. 191_ / Riga” rectangular marking at center.

Around 1908 the rectangular censor marks were
revamped. The devices at either side of the date
were removed and the font for the city name was
made thinner. This type continued in use up to WWI.

Riga Type R6 (enlarged).                 
Recorded range: Apr. 1908 to July 
1914.                 Measurements:
39 or 40 x 22mm.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Riga. 



The Riga Post-and-Telegraph Office.               
(From a PPC in the J.G. Moyes collection.)

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Riga. 

A Swiss 5-centime wrapper to an individual in Nuya, Liflyand Province, posted from
Lucerne on 2 January 1914 (N.S.) and censored in transit at Riga on 23 December 1913
(O.S.). The nationality of the addressee cannot be established from just the name; he may
have been a subject of the Russian Empire - a Baltic German - or a visiting foreigner.

The Type R6 censor mark has worn considerably, with much thicker lines and two breaks
in the frame.

This is a sub-type of Type R6, with a smaller
“date plug.” The measurements of the frame,
however, remain the same.



A postal censorship office under the Postal Department existed in St. Petersburg from
1828 to 1917, although censorship of foreign books and periodicals was practiced there
from late 1796 or early 1797. A “Secret Office” (black chamber) had operated in the
capital since the reign of Peter the Great (1696-1725); it was among the elite of Europe.
In later years its front, the FNMCO in St. Petersburg, was the biggest in the empire, with
nine censors and ancillary staff.

An English wrapper from Dunphail to Libava (Libau), censored upon entry into the empire
at St. Petersburg on 19 September/1October 1888. Dark blue Type S2 “D.Ts.” over a
straight-line date stamp (the only such ancillary marking recorded for any FNMCO)
showing when it was examined. A blue St. Petersburg arrival mark is at lower left.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

St. Petersburg. 



London to Revel’,
Estlyand Province via St.
Petersburg. It arrived in
St. Petersburg on 12 May
1893 (O.S.) and did not
reach its destination until
the 23rd, an unusually
long delay.

This is an example of the
St. Petersburg FNMCO
censoring foreign printed
matter addressed to an
area normally handled by
the Riga FNMCO.

St. Petersburg Type S2 (enlarged). 
Recorded range: Jan. 1884 to Sept. 1894.
Measurements: 16 x 11mm to 17 x 12mm.St. Petersburg

Riga
•
Revel’

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

St. Petersburg. 



New York to St. Petersburg, arriving on 29 June 1888. This is commercial philatelic
mail between the well-known stamp dealers N.F. Seebeck and Breitfuss. The printed-
matter rate would have alerted the censors to check the envelope’s contents.

The blue “D.Ts.” marking is the “sharp D” variety. It and the “flat D” markings were in
concurrent use in the late 1880s. The “sharp D” is similar to Type S1, which saw use
from at least 1876 to 1880, but does not appear to be a case where the old type was
pulled out of storage years afterward.

St. Petersburg Type S3 (enlarged).       
Recorded range: June 1888.  
Measurements: 18 x 11 mm.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

St. Petersburg. 



A Danish wrapper from Viborg to
Wesenberg, Estlyand Province,
censored in the Russian capital on 24
September 1897. It was held up by
censorship for only one day, as the
wrapper reached Wesenberg on the
26th.

Mailed from Copenhagen on 20
September 1896 (N.S.) to Riga but
routed first through the St. Petersburg
FNMCO. It reached Riga on 12/24
September 1896.

From this and other examples it is
apparent that St. Petersburg did not
defer censorship to the Riga FNMCO
if mail addressed to the Baltic
provinces entered the Empire via the
capital. Only if the printed matter
entered through Riga was it handled
there, and only if the destinations
were located within the Baltic area.

St. Petersburg Type S4 (enlarged).  
Recorded range: Nov. 1895 to  Nov. 1898.  
Measurements: 15 or 16 x 14mm.       Text: 
“D.Ts. / S.P. BURG.”

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

St. Petersburg. 



Birstall, Great Britain to St.
Petersburg, posted on 11 May 1898
(N.S.) and received on the evening of
2 May 1898 (O.S.) Addressed to the
Russian Agricultural Agency
“Rabotnik.”

On reverse: St. Petersburg 
“Evening” arrival mark (blue) and 
City Post delivery mark (green).

St. Petersburg Type S5 (enlarged).  
Recorded range: May 1896 to Oct. 1903.
Diameter: 34mm.                                 
Text: “S.P.Burg Postal Censorship of 
Foreign Newspapers and Magazines.”

This censor mark type has letters 2mm
high and there is very little space on
either side of the asterisk at the top of
the handstamp.

III. The FNMCOs:             
H. Survey of the Offices -

St. Petersburg. 



Types S5 and S5a have exactly the same
text and abbreviations, but S5a is
distinguished by its smaller letters
(1.6mm vs. 2mm), the greater space
between the asterisk at top and the words
on either side of it (4.5mm), and a
smaller diameter (32mm vs. 33-34mm).
Type S5a has been recorded from 1899
to 1905.Type S5 Type S5a

A two-centavos Argentine wrapper with an added one-centavo stamp, mailed from
Buenos Aires in July 1903. Addressed to the Imperial Academy of Sciences in St.
Petersburg, it arrived in the capital on 9 August 1903 (O.S.). Type S5a censor mark in
violet.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

St. Petersburg. 



A wrapper from London
South East, addressed to a
“Mr. Max Otto” in St.
Petersburg, arriving on 14
October 1903 (O.S.).
Earliest recorded for
Type S6.

In 1903 a new censor mark appeared,
Type S6, 34mm. The “S.P.Burg” was
dropped from the text so that it now
read simply “Foreign Newspaper and
Magazine Censorship,” and the letters
were enlarged to 3mm. It survived
until 1905.

A French two-centime wrapper
from Paris to the famous St.
Petersburg stamp dealer
Friedrich Breitfuss, posted on
27 February 1905 (N.S.) and
censored in the capital on 17
February 1905 (O.S.). Type S6
censor mark, the latest
recorded.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

St. Petersburg. 



On reverse:

The commercial cover below was posted
from Berlin and probably contained the
Calm & Bender Company’s adver-
tisement or catalog, thus rendering it
“eligible” for censorship as printed
matter. Addressed to Bjorneborg,
Finland, it passed first through St.
Petersburg, reaching its destination on 15
October 1908 (N.S.).

This style of censor mark – Type S7, a
rectangular handstamp showing only the
city name and the date and discreetly
omitting any reference to censorship –
was introduced in 1906. Type S7 has
been recorded from July 1906 to July
1914. Measurements: 42 x 22mm.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

St. Petersburg. 



(Enlarged, on reverse 
of cover below.)

For many years it was believed
that Type S7 had a single frame
that thickened due to wear, as
shown in the example at left
(French wrapper censored in
St. Petersburg on the 17th or
18th of January 1914).
However, the U.S. printed-
matter envelope below, sent to
the U.S. Consul at Kronstadt
(censored in St. Petersburg on 7
November 1906), clearly shows
a double frame. It is also the
only recorded Type S7 in
blue.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

St. Petersburg. 



The St. Petersburg/Petrograd FNMCO’s censor marks lasted until late July or early August
1914, expiring shortly after military censorship was decreed by Nicholas II on 20 July of
that year.

A double-weight U.S. one-cent wrapper mailed to St. Petersburg, censored on 7 January
1914 (O.S.). (Type S7a rectangular censor mark, only one recorded. The devices on
either side of the date have been removed. Measurements: 43 x 23mm.)

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

St. Petersburg. 



An English wrapper from Longton to Rovno,
Volhynia Province, posted on 8 May 1879. It
reached Vil’na on 30 April 1879 (O.S.), received a
black D.Ts. censor mark in the FNMCO there, and
was dispatched on 1 May to Rovno. This is one of
the earliest recorded D.Ts. markings for all of the
FNMCOs and the earliest one recorded for Vil’na.

Reverse (reduced to 60%).

The postal censorship operation at Vil’na was one of the oldest in the Russian Empire. It
existed from 1798 or 1799 to 1896 (with the exception of the brief hiatus from April 1800 to
March 1801 under Paul I and during the Napoleonic invasion in 1812), then again from 1913
to July 1914, when military censorship was instituted. When it closed down in 1896, its
censors were moved to the newly-opened FNMCO in Warsaw. The Vil’na FNMCO was co-
located with a “black chamber” for all of its existence.

Vil’na Type Vi1 (enlarged).             
Recorded range: Apr. 1879.           
Measurements: ~18 x 11mm.  

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Vil’na. 



Hull, England to
Helfferich-Sadet in
Khar’kov, posted on
11 November 1891
(N.S.), censored at
Vil’na on or shortly
after 2 Nov. (O.S.),
arrived in Khar’kov
10 days later.

England to Helfferich-
Sadet in Khar’kov,
censored at Vil’na on or
shortly after 28 October
1891. Earliest record-
ed Vil’na Type Vi3
censor mark. Arrived
in Khar’kov on 7 No-
vember 1891.

Vil’na Type Vi3 (enlarged tracing).        
Recorded range: Oct. 1891 to Sep. 1892 or 
1893.  (The datestamp on the latest recorded 
item is partially obscured.)                                                    

Measurements: 25 x 18mm.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Vil’na. 



Vil’na Type Vi4.                                                           
Recorded range: April 1892.  
Measurements: ~19 x 15mm.

From Wisbech, England to Helfferich-Sadet in Khar’kov, censored in transit at the Vil’na
FNMCO on or shortly after 5 April 1892 (O.S.) It arrived at its destination on 11 April. This
is the only recorded Type Vi4.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Vil’na. 



Two English wrappers, both from the firm of
Helmsing & Son in Hull, England to the
Helfferich-Sadet company in Khar’kov, cen-
sored at Vil’na on 27 July (above and at left)
and 8 July (below) 1893.

Vil’na Type Vi5 (enlarged.).  
Recorded range: Apr. 1892 
to Mar. 1895.        
Measurements: 18-19 x 13-
14mm.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Vil’na. 



Vil’na Type Vi5a (17.5 x 13mm) is distinguished by its much thicker vertical strokes, which
as this item demonstrates are not the result of wear or spreading. It was introduced around
Aug. 1894 and survived to at least Mar. 1895.

Sent from England to Helfferich-Sadet in Khar’kov on 8 September 1894 (N.S.). The
Vil’na Type Vi5a censor mark was applied on or shortly after 30 August 1894 (O.S.), and
the wrapper arrived in Khar’kov on 3 September (O.S.).

On reverse: Vil’na
transit mark of 30
Aug. 1894, Khar’kov
arrival mark of 3
Sept. (lacking a year
plug).

Vi5 Vi5a

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Vil’na. 



Above: Hull, England to the Helfferich-Sadet firm in Khar’kov, censored at Vil’na on 4 or 5
November 1892. Black 18 x 11mm Vil’na Type Vi6 censor mark, the earliest recorded.

Below: An English wrapper addressed to the Count of Rochefort at Gaynovka, Grodno
Province. The violet “D.Ts.” Type Vi6 handstamp – a 17 x 11mm sub-type – was applied at
Vil’na on 19 December 1892. Reaching Gaynovka on the 23rd via RR Mailcar 93 and Brest-
Litovsk, the wrapper was re-routed to Bel’sk in Grodno Province, then back to Gaynovka and
thence to St. Petersburg, arriving on the 28th. Recorded range: Nov. 1892 to Feb. 1895.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Vil’na. 



Vil’na Type Vi7 (enlarged).                                                                 
Recorded range: May to Aug. 1895.
Measurements: 20-21 x 10mm.

Hull, England to
Helfferich-Sadet in
Khar’kov, censored in
transit at Vil’na on 8
August 1895. (Latest
recorded Type Vi7.)

Hull, England to
Helfferich-Sadet in
Khar’kov, censored in
transit at Vil’na on 30
May 1895. (Earliest
recorded Type Vi7.)

Based on the record to date, which shows no overlap with Types Vi6 or Vi8, it
would appear that Vi7 was issued as a provisional handstamp, bridging the
six-to-seven-month gap between the last of Vi6 and the new Vi8.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Vil’na. 



Vil’na Type Vi8 (enlarged). 
Recorded range: Dec. 1895 
to June 1896.  
Measurements: 17 x 14mm.

Hull, England to Khar’-
kov, censored at Vil’na on
19 December 1895.
Earliest recorded Type
Vi8. This was the last
censor mark in use at the
Vil’na FNMCO before the
office was closed in 1896.

Ventnor, Isle of
Wight, England to
Sumy, Khar’kov
Province, censored
at Vil’na on 2 June
1896. Latest re-
corded Type Vi8.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Vil’na. 



In 1913, the authorities decided that the FNMCO they had closed in 1896 was necessary in
Vil’na after all, so it was re-established. It was probably closed around August or September
of 1914, as there would have been little or no foreign mail routed through Vil’na.

Sent from England to Wesenberg, Estlyand Province, this PPC entered at Vil’na on 9 May
1913. Because it was a picture postcard with a large amount of printed text, it was subject to
censorship. The card received the 52 x 29.5mm violet Type Vi9 rectangular marking (the
only recorded example) – 9 May 1913 / Vil’na – and moved on to Wesenberg (11 May),
where it was re-routed to Tallinn. Below is the scene on the reverse, with more text.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Vil’na. 



Nothing is known of this office in Vladivostok other than the apparent fact of its existence, and even
that is based on the similarity in censor marks. Ministry of Internal Affairs personnel listings
available in the West do not mention it, nor do Postal Administration publications issued on either
side of 1903. It is possible that this operation was not an FNMCO but a small FCC office, because
there was a book censor assigned there in 1903. From the meager philatelic record, it would appear
the Vladivostok office was in operation for less than one year, and probably only a few months.

One of the most elusive of all FNMCO censorship markings – only four have been
recorded. This one was sent on 12 December 1903 from Shanghai to Vladivostok.
The faint violet “Via Siberia” handstamp at center left indicates that the wrapper went
overland from Shanghai to Vladivostok rather than by sea.

Vladivostok Type Vl1 (enlarged).                          
Recorded range: October to December 1903.
Measurements: 25 x 22mm.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Vladivostok. 



On reverse: 4 October 1896   
Warsaw transit mark.

For many years the Warsaw Censorship Committee had
served as a de facto FNMCO, even though its primary
function was to check foreign books. In 1896 the
authorities shuttered the Vil’na FNMCO and moved its
personnel to Warsaw, establishing an FNMCO there. It
could not have survived past 1915, when the German Army
took the city in WWI.

A printed matter envelope posted at Trieste in October
1896 and addressed to Revel’. It passed through the brand-
new Warsaw FNMCO on 4 October, and reached Revel’ on
the 7th. This is the earliest recorded “D.Ts. / Warsaw”
handstamp. (Type W1.)

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Warsaw. 



Warsaw Vil’na

Kiev

Khar’kovOdessa

2

Moscow

A similar marking
applied to a wrapper
that transited Warsaw
on 22 February 1897.
There is no Khar’kov
arrival mark.

“D.Ts. / Warsaw” mark
on a wrapper from Hull,
England. Censored on
4 February 1897.

When the Vil’na FNMCO was closed down in 1896 and its censors
moved to augment the Warsaw FNMCO, the usual routing of foreign
printed matter had to follow them, and that is reflected in the transit
marks seen on mail to Khar’kov. Vil’na disappeared and Warsaw became
the norm, with the printed matter coming into the Empire through
Aleksandrov (1) or Granitsa (2) on the Kingdom of Poland’s border.

1

Warsaw Type W1 (enlarged).                      
Recorded range: Oct. 1896 to Nov. 1901.        
Measurements: 17 x 15mm.

III. The FNMCOs:                    
H. Survey of the Offices -

Warsaw. 



III. The FNMCOs:                       
H. Survey of the Offices -

Warsaw. 

At right: A Danish wrapper from
Copenhagen to Warsaw, posted on 13
November 1898 (N.S.) and arriving in
Warsaw on 3 November (O.S). The Type
W2 circular censor mark Foreign
Newspaper-and-Magazine Censorship
Office * in Warsaw * is one of two
recorded examples, and the earliest.

Text in Cyrillic: Цензура Иностр. Газетъ
и Журналовъ * въ Варшаве *

Warsaw Type W2.                                    
Recorded range: November 1898 - March 1900.  
Diameter: 34mm.                      

Warsaw Main Post Office, site of the FNMCO.
(Picture from Pochta i Telegraf v XIX v., MVD, SPB, 1902.)

W2 was in use during the
Type W1 period; what if
any additional signifi-
cance it conveyed (other
than straightforward cen-
sorship) is unknown.

Above: A U.S. wrapper to Warsaw, conveying a ticket (bilet).  It arrived 
at its destination on 18 March 1900.  Latest recorded.



III. The FNMCOs:                       
H. Survey of the Offices -

Unknown. 

A printed-matter envelope from the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, posted from
London on 12 June 1895 (N.S.) to a university professor in Dorpat (Derpt/Yur’ev). It is
unknown whether the framed D.Ts. was applied in Riga before the cover went north or in
St. Petersburg before it was routed south. There is no transit mark on the reverse, only a
Yur’ev arrival mark of 4 June 1895 (O.S.). Only recorded example.

Type ?1 (enlarged).

Recorded range: June 1895.          
Measurements: 21 x 16mm.



IV. The Grand Duchy of Finland:                        
Foreign Printed-Matter Censorship.

Although the Grand Duchy of Finland was a part of the Russian Empire up
to 1917, and although it was treated as a foreign country by the Russian
FNMCOs, there was a Finnish censorship that acted in place of their
Russian counterparts for periodicals and magazines coming into Finland
from abroad. These were the “pressombudsmen,” and their censor marks
have been recorded from 1893 to 1905. These operations existed in 35
towns by the time they were shut down in 1905, but censor marks have
been recorded from only seven of them. None of them were large
operations; most involved only one or two censors.

Coat-of-Arms of the 
Grand Duchy of 

Finland.

Glasgow, Great Britain to Wasa, Grand Duchy of Finland, posted on 16 February 1895 and
received in Nikolaistad on the 23rd. Vyborg Type IA.

Vyborg Type IA.                        Recorded 
range: June 1893 to June 1895. 
Measurements: 44 x 10mm.                  
Colors: Violet, violet-red.                       
Censor: Gustaf Frankenhaeuser.



IV. The Grand Duchy of Finland.                        
Foreign Printed-Matter Censorship: 

The Vyborg Pressombudsmen.

This wrapper contained a stamp price-list and trade brochure called “Die Briefmarke.”
Mailed on 15 November 1894 (N.S.) from the Esslingen (Wuerttemburg) Railroad
Terminal to Haapavesi in the Grand Duchy of Finland, it first underwent perusal in Vyborg.

Pressombudsman Gustaf Frankenhaeuser censored it with his Type 1A handstamp around
the 7th of November (O.S.). Russian authorities were as concerned with stamp collectors
in Finland as they were with those in Russia…



IV. The Grand Duchy of Finland.                        
Foreign Printed-Matter Censorship: 

The Vyborg Pressombudsmen.

Vyborg Type II

A U.S. wrapper from Worcester, Massachussetts to Åbo-Bjöneborg, Grand Duchy of
Finland. Posted in early June 1898, it arrived at Vyborg on the 16th and was censored,
then forwarded on the following day to its destination. Latest recorded Type II.

Recorded range: 5 December 1896 to 16 June 1898. 
Measurements: 42 x 11.5mm.                               
Color: Red.                                        
Pressombudsman: Gustaf Frankenhaeuser.



Vyborg Type III

Recorded range: December 1896 to February 1898.                                                 
Measurements: 36 x 14mm.                                    
Color: Red.                                                           
Censors: Gustaf Frankenhaeuser, Carl Fr. Finelius. 

IV. The Grand Duchy of Finland:                        
Foreign Printed-Matter Censorship -

The Vyborg Pressombudsmen.

Transit mark on 
reverse.

Although this wrapper
from Glasgow could
have been censored at
its destination of Åbo, it
was instead routed
through Vyborg and
censored there on 5
February 1897.

Transit mark on reverse.

Grimsby, Great Britain
to Bjorneborg (Åbo),
Finland, censored in
transit at Vyborg on 20
March 1897.



A German wrapper from Rossneck to Kuopio, censored at Vyborg on 13
October 1897. It arrived in Kuopio the following day.

Vyborg Type IV.

Recorded range: December 1897 
to May 1898.  (Earliest recorded 
for this type.)       
Measurements: 45 x 13mm.     
Color: Red.                     
Censors: Gustaf Frankenhaeuser, 
Carl Fr. Finelius.

Torneå

Åbo

Hango

Borga
Nystad

Mariehamn
Wiborg

Pressombudsman
locations for which
censor marks have
been recorded.

IV. The Grand Duchy of Finland:                        
Foreign Printed-Matter Censorship -

The Vyborg Pressombudsmen.

On reverse: Vyborg arrival mark.



IV. The Grand Duchy of Finland:                        
Foreign Printed-Matter Censorship -

The Vyborg Pressombudsmen.

Vyborg Type V.              Recorded 
range: 23 October 1898 to 19 
April 1899. Measurements: 
36 x 13mm. Color: 
Red.                       Censors:
Gustaf Frankenhaeuser, Carl Fr. 
Finelius.

Upper left: A Swiss wrapper mailed aboard
Railroad Mail Car No. 32 to the Grand Duchy of
Finland, censored in Vyborg on or about 2
February 1899. Lower right: U.S. one-penny
wrapper from Worcester, Massachusetts to
B’erneborg, Grand Duchy of Finland, arriving in
Vyborg on 23 October 1898. Earliest recorded
Type V. Both wrappers bear Vyborg Type V
censor marks.



IV. The Grand Duchy of Finland: Foreign 
Printed-Matter Censorship -

The Åbo (Turku) Pressombudsmen.

A Swedish printed-matter
envelope sent from Stockholm
on 31 December 1903 to Åbo.
Latest recorded for this type.

Åbo Type IV.                     
Recorded range: Feb. 1902 to 
Dec. 1903.                            
Measurements: 29 x 10mm.  
Color: Violet.                       
Censors: Henrik Lovenmark, 
Hugo Reinhold Wennerstrom, 
Alfred Lindbohm.

Åbo Type II.                             
Recorded range: Nov. 1894 to Oct. 
1896.                                     
Measurements: 55 x 13mm.           
Colors: Black, red.

A Danish wrapper from Svendborg
via Åbo to Uleaborg, Grand Duchy of
Finland. Posted on 15 July 1896
(N.S.), it reached its destination three
days later.



IV. The Grand Duchy of Finland: Foreign 
Printed-Matter Censorship -

The Hangö Pressombudsmen.

The man who used this handstamp was either John Alexander or Gabriel Gillberg, the only 
two pressombudsmen recorded at Hangö.

Recorded range: August 1895.  
Measurements: 31 x 7mm.         
Color: Violet.

(Tracing.)

A commercial wrapper from Stockholm, Sweden to Vyborg, posted on 8 June. The year of
the date stamp is effaced. (Although the 20-öre stamps were issued from 1891 to 1904, the
lack of wear on the censor mark would indicate an earlier date in that range, ca. 1895.



On reverse.

A Swiss wrapper from Geneva to Uleaborg via
Haparand and Torneå, posted on 11 July 1903
and arriving at its destination on the 17th.
Censored expeditiously at Torneå on the 16th.

IV. The Grand Duchy of Finland:                        
Foreign Printed-Matter Censorship -

The Torneå Pressombudsmen.

Torneå Type I.  (Only type recorded.)
Recorded range: 1894/1895-1905.           
Measurements: 45 x 13mm.                      
Color(s): Black.
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